The research described in the present article was designed to mveslagate how patterns of opttcal texture provide mformatmn about the three-dlmensmnal structure of objects in space Four experiments were performed m which observers were asked to judge the percewed depth of simulated ellipsoid surfaces under a variety of experimental conchUons. The results revealed that (a) judged depth increases hnearly with simulated depth although the slope of this relataon varies slgmficantly among different types of texture patterns (b) Random vanataons m the sizes and shapes of individual surface elements have no detectable effect on observers' judgments (c) The perceptmn of threedlmensmnal form is qmte strong for surfaces displayed under parallel projection, but the amount of apparent depth is shghtly less than for identical surfaces displayed under polar projectmn (d) Finally, the percewed depth of a surface is ehmmated ffthe optacal elements m a display are not sufficiently elongated or ff they are not approximately aligned with one another A theoretical explanatmn of these findings is proposed based on the neural network analysis of Grossberg and Mmgolla Human observers have a remarkable ability to obtmn reformation from visual stimulation in order to perceive the layout of surfaces in the surrounding environment. In natural vision, a perceived surface can be redundantly specified by many different aspects of optical structure. The present experiments were designed, however, to examine one small component of this overall process--namely, the perception of three-dimensional form from patterns of optical texture.
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The research described in the present article was designed to mveslagate how patterns of opttcal texture provide mformatmn about the three-dlmensmnal structure of objects in space Four experiments were performed m which observers were asked to judge the percewed depth of simulated ellipsoid surfaces under a variety of experimental conchUons. The results revealed that (a) judged depth increases hnearly with simulated depth although the slope of this relataon varies slgmficantly among different types of texture patterns (b) Random vanataons m the sizes and shapes of individual surface elements have no detectable effect on observers' judgments (c) The perceptmn of threedlmensmnal form is qmte strong for surfaces displayed under parallel projection, but the amount of apparent depth is shghtly less than for identical surfaces displayed under polar projectmn (d) Finally, the percewed depth of a surface is ehmmated ffthe optacal elements m a display are not sufficiently elongated or ff they are not approximately aligned with one another A theoretical explanatmn of these findings is proposed based on the neural network analysis of Grossberg and Mmgolla Human observers have a remarkable ability to obtmn reformation from visual stimulation in order to perceive the layout of surfaces in the surrounding environment. In natural vision, a perceived surface can be redundantly specified by many different aspects of optical structure. The present experiments were designed, however, to examine one small component of this overall process--namely, the perception of three-dimensional form from patterns of optical texture.
The concept of texture m the study of visual surface perception was introduced almost 40 years ago m a classic series of articles by James Gibson (1947 Gibson ( , 1950a Gibson ( , 1950b . Gibson observed that most of the surfaces encountered m nature have characteristic patterns of reflectance called surface texture, which, when dlummated by ambient light, produce cychc patterns of luminance called opttcal texture at a point of observation It is useful to conceive of these two types of texture as if they were composed of elementary units. The elements of surface texture can be thought of as bounded regions of one reflectance surrounded by a background of some other reflectance, whereas the elements of optical texture can be portrayed similarly as bounded regmns of homogeneous luminance surrounded by a background of some other luminance (of. Todd, 1984) . i Because variations in luminance wltlun a cone of vasual sohd angles are directly influenced by variations in reflectance on a vmble surface, the elements of surface texture and optical texture are typically m one-to-one correspondence. It is |mpor-tant to keep m mind, however, that their overall patterns oforgamzatlon are generally qmte different because of the effects of perspectwe.
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In his original analysis, Gibson assumed that patterns of surface texture are stochasttcally regular, so that the texture elements within equal regions ofa gwen surface have comparable &stributions of size, shape, and density. Whenever this assumption is satisfied, he argued, the structure of a surface in threedimensional space can be unambiguously specified by its corresponchng pattern of optical texture. In order to understand why this is so, it is useful to consider a planar cross section of the cone of visual solid angles (Le., a picture plane). Suppose that a surface is covered w~th small circular dots. Although the s~zes and shapes of these dots m three-chmenslonal space may be identical, their projected sizes and shapes on the picture plane will vary as a function of two physical variables: (a) the distance of the surface from the point of observation and (b) its orientation in depth relative to the hne of sight (see Figure l) . Ttus systematic variation in the sizes and shapes of the optical texture elements proxades potential information about an object's three-dimensional form.
The abthty of human observers to make use of texture information was first investigated by Gibson (1950a) . The stimuh m this experiment were created by photographing a series of regular and Lrregular texture patterns from varying orientations (see Figure 2 ). Human observers viewed each photograph through an aperture m order to ehmmate other possible sources of information (e.g., motion, daspanty, accommodation or differential blur) and were asked to judge the perceived orientation of the depicted surface by using an adjustable palmboard As expected, the patterns of optical texture wltlun each photograph produced a strong impression of a physical surface oriented m Gibson would probably not have approved of this working definmon of a texture element, because ~t does not take into account the luerarch~-cally nested structure of natural textures An alternatwe analysis using fractal functmns has recently been described by Pentland (1983) , m which ~t ~s demonstrated that th~s nesting of structure ~s a potentmlly rich source of v~sual mformatmn performed m an effort to determine the relative importance of these gradients for human perception (see Braunstem, 1976 , for an excellent review). The most common procedure for acinevmg tins goal was to obtam observers' slant judgments for visual displays m winch different gradients provade conthctmg lnformatron. The general pattern of results m these experiments revealed that for displays composed of granular texture patterns, the gradients of s~e and compresston have a greater effect on observers' slant judgments than do gradients of denstty. For displays containing converging hne segments, however, the gradient of convergence (Le., hnear perspectwe) tends to dominate all other forms of texture mformat~on.
Ftgure 1
The effects of viewing &stance and surface orientation on the polar projection ofa c~rcular texture element (The columns from left to right deptct viewing &stances of 1, 2, 3, and 4 circle dmmeters, respectwely The rows from top to bottom depict slant angles of 0*, 25", 50", and 75", respectwely The projected center of each orcle is represented by the point where the horizontal and vertical hnes intersect The center point appears d~splaced m the projections of slanted careles at close vtewmg &stances because of the convergence effects of hnear perspectlve ) depth There was, however, a systematic tendency to underestimate the "true" slants of the depicted surfaces, which, consistent with the assumption of stochastic regularity, was significantly greater for the irregular texture patterns
The first computattonal analysts of texture reformation was performed by Purdy (1958) in a doctoral dissertation done under Gibson's direction. The goal of thts analysts was to demonstrate mathematically how the slant of a planar surface relatwe to the hne of sight could be xqsually specified by tts correspondmg pattern of optical texture. The analysis considered four types of varmtton among opucal texture dements that could potentially be mformatwe: gradients of stze 0.e., length), gradients of compression (Le., width/length), gradients of convergence 0.e., hnear perspeclave), and gradients of density (Le., the number of texture elements per umt sohd angle). Purdy was able to show that all four of these gradients provide equivalent reformation (cf. Braunstem & Payne, 1969) . In each case the slant 0 of a planar surface relatwe to the hne of sight is optically specified by the general equation
where G is the paracular gradient being analyzed and k Is a constant specific to that gra&ent.
During the 1960s, a considerable amount of research was Perceptual Analysis o f C u r v e d Surfaces
Although most of tins early research on the perceptaon of surface slant from patterns of opt~eal texture remained generally fatthful to Gibson's original conception, he eventually disavowed it as he began to consider the more general problem of percelwng surface layout. His reasons for this change of view are clearly stated m the following passage from The Ecologtcal Approach to Vzsual Perceptzon (1979) .
What was wrong w~th these experiments9 In consideration of the theory of layout, we can now understand it I had made the mistake ofthmkang that the experience of the layout of the envtronment could be compounded of all the optical slants of each p~ece of surface I was thinking of slant as an absolute quality, whereas It ~s always relatwe Convexmes and coneavatlCS are not made up of elementary impressions of slant but are instead umtary features of thelayout (p 166) A slmdar argument was later proposed by Cutlang and Mdlard (1984) They noted that visual information about opttcal slant is probably of httle use m a natural environment. Constder, for example, the optical slant for a planar support surface. It ts perpendicular to the hne ofstght at one's feet, but it grades umformly to the horizon, where tt becomes parallel to the hne of sight. Like Gibson, they suggested that the overall curvature or flatness of a surface Is a more relevant property for the percepUon of object shape than ~s optical slant. They also performed an important series of experiments m winch they measured observers' sensttwtty to surface curvature from patterns of optical texture (see also Todd & Mmgolla, 1983) Not all researchers, however, have been so quick tO abandon a model of surface perceptaon based on local estimates of depth and/or orientation. For example, a more classical approach to the perceptmn of shape from texture has recently been proposed by Stevens ( 198 l) . According to Stevens, the mare problem for this type of analysis is that most properties of opttcal texture vary with both depth and orientataon and therefore cannot prowde an unambiguous measure of e~ther one. There are some exceptions, however. Note in Figure l that the lengths of the optical texture elements vary systematically with surface depth but remain relatively stable with changes in surface orientation The compression (Le., width/length) of the elements shows a complementary pattern--that is, it varies with surface orientation but remains relatively stable with changes in depth. According to Stevens, these two complementary sources of informatmn are ~deally suited for the perception of three-dimensmnal form Local values of surface depth and orientation could be estimated directly from element lengths and compressions, without having to detect any type of texture gradient as originally suggested by Gibson. A number of straightforward predictmns follow from this analysis. It IS important to keep in mind, for example, that the proposed method for estamatlng local surface depth is based on a rather strong assumption that the elementS of surface texture on an object are of constant size Whenever th~s assumptmn ~s violated, the length of an optical texture element must be determined by both the size and depth of itS corresponding surface element. Because optical element length would no longer be a pure measure of local surface depth, we would expect the accuracy of observers' depth judgmentS to be slgmficanfly diminIshed. The analysis also assumes that an observed surface is viewed with a high degree of polar perspective If the viewing distance were sufficiently large to approximate a parallel projection, then the lengths of the optical texture elementS would be completely independent of variations in depth, and an observer's ability to judge depth from texture should be ehminated altogether.
Wah respect to the estimataon of local surface orientation, Stevens' analysis assumes that the elements of surface texture have an approximately circular symmetry Th~s assumptmn can be violated m several ways, but, as prewously noted by Wltkan (1981) , the perceptual effects should be particularly severe when the surface elementS are elongated Figure 3 shows the optical projection of an elongated rectangular surface element that has been rotated 600 relative to the fronto-parallel plane in three different directions. The angle formed between the surface element and the fronto-paraUel plane is referred to as slant, whereas the angle of the rotation aras within the fronto-parallel plane is referred to as tdt Note in the figure that the optical effects of changes m orientation are anisotropic--that is, when a surface element is elongated, both the length and compression of its corresponding optac element vary with the directmn of tilt. Because the length of an opttc element ~s no longer a pure measure of depth and the compression of an optic element is no longer a pure measure of slant, it is reasonable to expect t h a t . bservers' judgmentS of three-(hmenslonal form should be sigmficantly Impaired.
Although it may at first appear that the limitatmns of this analysis are much too restnctive to be taken seriously as a Fzgure 3 The optical projection of an elongated rectangular surface element at a 600 slant (From left to right the depicted tilts relative to the horizontal are 0 ~ , 45 ~ , and 90 ~ respectively ) model of human perception (see, however, Stevens, 1984) , there are almost no data available to make a clear-cut assessment of ItS psychological vahdity, especially with regard to the perception of curved surfaces. The present series of experimentS began, therefore, with an emptrical test of the three predictions described above Observers' judgments of perceived depth were evaluated for computer-simulated ellipsoids of varying eccentricity. The surfaces could be displayed with either parallel or polar perspective; the sizes of the simulated surface elementS could be constant or variable, and the shapes of the surface elements could be square or elongated. E x p e r i m e n t 1
M e t h o d
Subjects Six Brandeis University graduate students volunteered to paraclpate m the experiment. None of the observers was famlhar voth the theoreucal issues being investigated or the specific details of how the thsplays were generated Stlmuh Images were generated by using an LSI-I 1/23 mlcroproce~ sor and thsplayed on a Terak 8600 graphics system The &splays were observed through a vaevong hood lined voth black nonreflecang felt, which extended 38 1 cm from the screen This assured monocular v~ew-mg and ehmmated extraneous stlmulatmn from other parts of the laboratory. The sUmuh were presented votlun an 18 X 25-cm rectangular window of the display screen The spaual resoluUon within flus wewmg window was 480 • 640 pixels Thus, each pixel had a veracal and honzontal extent of approxtmately 0 038 cm, producing a visual angle of about 3.5 mm All of the stimulus thsplays depicted elhpsold surfaces of varying eccentnoty The virtual elhpsoids were defined and posltmned m 3-D space m such a way that upon projectaon onto the center of the &splay screen, each surface created an idenUcal circular boundary with a rathus of 7.8 cm Two of the semi-axes of each elhpsoid were parallel to the thsplay screen, while the rema,mng"depth" axis was perpenthcular The length of the depth axis could be mampulated so that the simulated protrusiveness of the wsible portton of the surface could have possible values of 3.75 cm, 7 5 cm, I l 25 cm, 15 0 cm, or 18 75 cm. These surfaces will be referred to by their ordinal depth values numbered I through 5, respectively The self-occluthng boundary of the surface that determined the outer contour of Its opttcal projectaon was always located in the plane of the thsplay screen
The simulated thstance between a hypothetical observer and the thsplay screen was also manipulated In the htgh-perspecttve (polar) condztmn, the s~mulated vaevong thstance was 41 2 cm, productng a polar projectmn of the surfaces Note that this closely approximated the actual xaevong thstance, assuming that the observers posluoned their eyes a small &stance away from the end of the vaevong hood In the lowperspecttve (parallel) condttwn, the simulated wevang distance was 380 cm, thus approxlmatang a parallel projection of the surfaces Texture elements were randomly thstnbuted over each wrtual surface elements and displayed under polar projeclaon The bottom row shows a #5 surface w~th irregular elements d~splayed under polar projection and a #5 surface wtth regular elements displayed under parallel projectlon Procedure Subjects were seated so that they could observe the displays through the wewmg hood and type responses into the computer console Each observer was specifically instructed to judge how much the s~mulated surface appeared to protrude out of the screen, relalave to its w~dth They were asked to make real-number responses based on a chagram prowded by the experimenter, which contained a senes of seven half-elhpses varying m eccentncaty and labeled vath a number between 0 and 6 (see F~gure 5) Subjects were reformed that the numeric values on the dmgram were only examples of possible ralaos used m the experiment and that they could choose any real number between 0 and 6 for their rating Note that the most and least eccentric surfaces that were generated corresponded to the #5 and # 1 on this dmgram, respeclavely Fwe praclace mats were completed, dunng which lame any queslaons were answered Observers rated each ofthe d~splays five lames (order randomized between blocks of 20 trials) and made a total of 100 responses per subject m random orlentalaons, so that every point on the surface had an equal probabflRy of being covered (see Todd & Mmgolla, 1984 , for details of the randomlzalaon procedure) After each stimulus was generated, it was checked to ensure that between 24% and 26% of as wslble surface was covered by texture elements The texture elements on the vartual surface m 3-D space were mampulated m two ways In the regular texture condmon, the elements were squares encompassing the same area In the zrregular texture conduton, the elements could vary randomly m both s~ze and shape In th~s latter case, the area of the larger elements could be up to three t~mes that of the smaller elements, and the length of an element could be up to three lames greater than its wdth When s~ze and shape were varmble, the average area of the elements was the same as m the regular texture condllaon The areas of the texture elements were covar~ed wRh surface eccentncRy so that the maximum size of their oplacal projections would be approximately equal m all conchlaons and could not be used as a confounding cue for the observers' depth judgments In the hlgh-perspectwe condmon, the area (or average area) of a surface element was 3 97 cm 2, 3 33 cm 2, 2 76 cm 2, 2 23 cm 2, and I 76 cm 2, respectwely, for surfaces # 1-5 In the low-perspeclave condmon, the elements had an area of 3 97 cm 2 for all of the surface eccentncRles
In the resullang wsual images, the optical projeclaon of a surface was always confined to a constant cxrcular r e . o n of the d~splay screen, against a black background The parts of the surface covered wRh texture elements were presented as whRe, whereas the parts of the surface not covered by texture were p~.*sented as medmm gray
To summarize, four types ofslamuh were generated, each at five levels of s~mulated surface eccentncRy, for a total of 20 displays Surfaces could have texture elements that were e~ther regular or irregular and could be displayed under eRher polar or parallel projeclaon Examples of some of the slamuh are shown m Figure 4 From left to right, the top row shows a #1 and a #5 surface, respeclavely, textured with regular
Results and Dtscusswn
T h e first block of 20 trials was treated as practice and discarded for all subjects, leaving 80 depth judgments per subject for analysis. Figure 6 shows the m e a n depth ratings for each of the 20 st~muh tested in this experiment.
A within-factors repeated measures analys~s of varmnce (ANOVA) was performed on the r e m a m m g data, with s~mulated surface depth, texture regularity, and perspectwe serving as the factors T h e analysis revealed a s~gmficant effect of surface depth, F(4, 395) = 76 86, p < .001, accounlang for approximately 64% of the varmnce m subjects' judgments. Notice, however, that depth ratings for displays of surfaces with irregular texture elements were not significantly different from ratings for dasplays of surfaces with regular texture A n o t h e r interesting findmg from these data ~s the s~gmficant, though shght, decrease in perceived depth for surfaces d~splayed under parallel as compared wRh polar projection, F(I, 395) = 10.10, p < .002, accounting for approximately 2% of the variance.
It ~s ~mportant to keep m m i n d when evaluating the results of this experiment, that m the regular texture c o n d m o n , the lengths a n d compressions of the mdlwdual optic elements were Fzgure 5 The cross seclaons of six elhpso~d surfaces used to define a numerical scale for the observers' judgments way as does a small decrease m surface d e p t h --j u s t as It affected the observers' judgments.
Although it is tempting to conclude on the basis of these findrags that the overall pattern of element compressmn was the primary source of informaUon for the observers' judgments, it is ~mportant to keep in mind that there were several other confounding variables m these displays that covaned with compresstun. If element width or area were plotted against position, for example, the resulting curves would be identical to those shown in F~gure 7. Experiment 2 was designed, therefore, m an effort to manipulate some of these variables independently of one another.
Figure 6
The mean depth judgments of 6 observers as a funcUon of simulated depth for the different conditions of Experiment 1 (Judgments for regular and trregular texture patterns are represented by sohd and dotted hnes, respectively ) highly correlated wRh the depths and orientations, respectively, of their correspondmg surface elements. Although the strength of these correlations was s~gnificantly dimimshed in the trregular texture condition, there was no detectable impairment m the accuracy of the observers' judgments. Tins suggests that observers do not perceive surfaces by asslgmng local depth values from optic element lengths or by assigning local orientation values from optic element compressions, as argued by Stevens ( 1981 Stevens ( , 1984 and Witldn ( 1981) . It appears instead that the observers' judgments were based on a more global level of image structure, which could apparently prowde sufficient informataon to overcome sigmficant amounts of noise m the local structure of mdiwdual elements.
What are the perceptually relevant properties of in&vadual texture elements on winch the global pattern of texture ~s defined9 Tins ~ssue was recently debated in an exchange between Stevens (1984) and Cutting and Mfllard (1984) Stevens argued on computational grounds that lengths of elements proxade the most reliable mformaUon, whereas C u i n g and Mdlard produced empmcal data that observers' judgments of curvature seem to be based almost entirely on the pattern of element compression.
The results of the present experiment are completely mcomparable wRh Stevens' hypothes~s in this regard. The displays presented under parallel projection were designed speofieally to eliminate any systematic varmtions m element length, yet the observers' judgments of those displays were only slightly less accurate than m the polar conchtmn. The results are consistent, however, wRh Cutting and Mdlard's hypothesis. Figure 7 shows the pattern of element compresmon as a function ofposiUon for a # 1 and a #5 surface under both polar and parallel projection. Note m the figure that a change from polar to parallel perspective influences the pattern of compression in exactly the same E x p e r i m e n t 2
M e t h o d
The method for generatang ellipsoid surfaces was ldenlaeal to that used m Experiment 1. For this experiment, however, some of the mampulattons were done on the opUc elements rather than the elements on the virtual surface
In each of five texture eonditaons, five surface depths--3.75 era, 7 5 era, 11 25 era, 15.0 cm, and 18 75 cm--were sxmulated to protrude as before out of the display screen (numbered 1 through 5, respecttvely), for a total of 25 displays In the polar and parallel regular conditaons, surfaces voth regular texture elements (of constant stze and shape) were displayed under polar and parallel projecUon, respectavely These two types of displays rephcated two of the condiUons used m Experiment 1 and were included as a means of comparing depth judgments made for them wtth responses to the other three condiuons described below In the next three conditions the surface texture was regular, and all surfaces were displayed under polar projectaon The difference among these condilaons, however, was that upon projectaon the opueal texture pattern was manipulated as follows In the constant area condawn, the pattern ofopucal element compression was allowed to vary approprmtely. Compression occurred m a &recUon perpendicular to the tdt of the vmual surface and hence varied m the correct onentaUon OpUcal element area was held constant, however, so that, m effect, the optacal elements tended to become progresswely enlarged as their poslUon neared the edge of the linage The displays generated for the random orwntatzon condition were the same as for constant area condiuon (area held constant w~th compression varying), except that after each opuc element was appropriately compressed, its onentauon m the display screen was then randomized This mampulatlon was included to determine the relauve importance of correct opucal element onentaUon Finally, m the constant compresswn condttton, the pattern ofopUeal element compression was held constant whde area was allowed to vary appropriately In effect, the texture on these images looked hke squares that became progressively smaller toward the edges of the display Figure 8 shows some examples of the sUmuh used m this experiment Each of the four figures depicts a #5 surface under polar projecUon. Mowng clockwise from the upper left, exemplars are presented from the constant area condition, the polar regular eondmon, the random or~entaUon cond~-Uon, and the constant compression concht~on To summarize, surfaces at each of five s~mulated depths were generated w~th each of five texture eonchttons, for a total of 25 displays In the first two condmons, surfaces w~th regular texture elements were d,splayed under either polar or parallel projection In two other eondaaons, opUc elements were mampulated m such a way that area was held constant and compression vaned either m the appropriate or at random orientations In the last condmon, opuc element compression was held constant whde area vaned approprmtely over the d~splays Six Brandeis Umverslty graduate students participated in th~s experiment, 4 of whom had also par)aopated m Experiment 1 Observers made depth judgments for each of the 25 d~splays four times m a randomtzed block design, for a total of 100 responses per subject The mstruet,ons and procedures used were ldent~eal to those used m Experiment 1
Results and Discussion
The first block of 25 trials per subject was discarded as pracUce Mean depth judgments for each of the 25 sUmuh were eal- Figure 8 Examples of ~mull used m Experiment 2 (Clockvase from the upper left are #5 surfaces from the constant area eoncht~on, polar regular cond~)aon, the random orientation condition, and the constant compression condition ) Figure 9 The mean depth judgments of 6 observers as a funcuon of simulated depth for the chfferent condllaons of Experiment 2 (Cnst area = constant area condition, Const Comp = constant compression condition, Rnd Orient = random orientation condition ) eulated from the remaining data and plotted m Figure 9 as a function of simulated surface depth
In the chscusslon of Experiment 1, it was suggested that the observers' judgments of depth were probably based on the global pattern of element compression but that other possible optic variables such as element wadth and area were confounded wath compression and could not be ehmmated as possible sources of mformaUon The present experiment was designed, therefore, to manipulate these chfferent variables independently of one another.
If varlaUons in element compression are indeed responsible for observers' percepuons of curved surfaces, then a display in which all elements have a constant compression should be perceived as fiat. This prethcaon Is clearly confirmed by the results of the present experiment. In the constant compression con&-Uon, the mean depth rating for a #5 surface was only 0.21, even though there were systemaUc vanaUons m element length, width, area and density, which could, in p n n o p l e , have prowded mformaUon about the surface's three-chmenslonal form One would also expect that ff observers' judgments were based solely on the pattern of element compression, then orthogonal manlpulaUons of other varmbles should have no effect on performance. This prechctaon, however, was not confirmed by the results o f the experiment. Although the pattern of element compres.~on was ldenUcal in both the constant area and the polar regular conchuons, the observers' judgments were quite &ffer-ent. Ehminatmg variations in area produced a 37.8% reduction m perceived depth, wluch suggests qmte strongly that there ~s more to the percepUon of shape from texture than can be adequately explained by a simple compression hypothesis.
We also included one final condauon m an effort to determine If compression Is best considered as a vector with both magnitude and dlrect~on or as a scalar with magnitude only. The basic idea was to randomly reorient the texture elements m the ~mage plane to eliminate their directional alignment with one another 1"his had a dramatic effect on observers' judgments. The mean depth rating of a #5 surface in the random orientation condition was only 0 20, thus suggesting that the orientational alignment of texture elements is a necessary condition for the perception of a curved surface
The results obtained at this stage in the investigation placed us in a quandry Many of the findings seemed to be consistent with Cutting and Millard's (1984) hypothesis that the perception of a curved surface in depth is determined primarily by the overall pattern of element compression One finding, however, was clearly anomalous when viewed from this perspective. There were large differences in perceived depth between the polar regular and constant area conditions, yet the patterns of element compression in those conditions were identical. An adequate explanation of these seemingly contradictory findings did not emerge until we began to consider some possible mechanisms for the pickup of texture information.
Perceptual mechamsms for the analysts of texture There are two important sources of evidence that the perceptual analysis of texture information is accomplished by a fundamentally global process First, there is the finding from Experiment I that local perturbations in the sizes and shapes of individual texture elements have almost no effect whatsoever on the accuracy of observers' depth judgments (see also Cutting & Millard, 1984) A second relevant finding is that each display was experienced as a continuous, smoothly curved surface, even though the texture elements covered only 25% of its v~sible area One possible process for detecting the global pattern of optical texture has recently been described in an important series of articles by Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) . Although their work has been primarily concerned with two-dimensional perceptual organization (e.g., subJeCtive contours and perceptual groupmg phenomena), it is also ideally suited for the analysis of texture patterns such as those used m the present expertments Accordmg to Grossberg and Mingolla, many of the known phenomena in low-level wsual percepUon can be elegantly explained by the dynamic properties of neural networks, in which the individual neurons are tuned to specific spatial frequencies and orientations. Much of th~s explanatory power comes from a subtle interplay between two interacting systems a feature contour system, which diffuses information In all directions throughout the network, and a boundary contour system, which fills in and completes optical contours to form a barrier for this diffusion It is the boundary contour system, we believe, that is largely responsible for the perception of shape from texture.
A schematic diagram of the boundary contour system is shown in Figure 10 . As described by Grossberg and Mingolla, the system consists of two stages" The first stage ts characterized by short-range local competition between cells vath different orientational tuning. If any incoming signals survwe this competition, they are passed to a second stage of analysis, m which there is long-range cooperation of cells with similar orlentational tuning. Actiwty at this level ts then fed back to the first stage, which achieves a sort of filhng-in process. Th~s is how the model accounts for subjective contours and perceptual grouping phenomena It is also assumed that these boundary contours can form at several different spatial frequencies independently of one another This allows the system to detect simultaneously the global structure of a texture pattern as well as the local structure of its individual elements Let us now consider how such a system would respond to the regularly textured #5 surface shown in Figure 4 . Notice in the figure that most of the elements are noticeably compressed and that they are approximately aligned vath one another. According to the Grossberg and Mlngolla model, these onentationally aligned elements should form bands of actiwty within the boundary contour system. The spatial frequency of these bands would be expected to vary as a function of position, so that high-frequency neurons would be activated by the narrowest elements near the edge, and the low-frequency neurons would be activated by the wider elements closer to the center. 2 We be-2 Grossberg and Mmgolla have recently confirmed these predlcUons with a numerical simulation of how their model would respond to the various texture patterns used m the present mvesttgaUons A prehm~-nary report of this work ~s presented m Grossberg and Mlngolla (m press) heve that the spatial distribution of these bands of actiwty is responsible for the observers' perceptions of three-dimensional form.
A particularly important implication of this model is that some parts of an Image may have a greater effect on the boundary contour system than may others. The reason for this is that the amount of competition at the first stage of analysis is negatively related to the amount of element compression It is important to keep in mind that any given texture element vail stimulate a large number of different neurons tuned to all possible orientations. The level of competition at the first stage of analysis Is determined by the relative imbalance of this stimulation If all orientations are activated equally, as will occur with an uncompressed element, then they will all be suppressed by the local competition. If, on the other hand, one orientation is stimulated to a much greater extent than are others, as will occur w~th a highly compressed element, then it is much more hkely to survwe the resulting competitive interactions. It follows from this analysis that activity within the boundary contour system can be produced only by regions of an image in which there is sufficient element compression. This suggests, moreover, that regions near the center of an image, where element compression is negligible, may be provtding little or no reformation for the observer's perceptions of three-dimensional form Another important Implication of the Grossberg and Mingolla model is that the overall response of the system can be highly tolerant of noise. The reason for this IS that orientational tuning of wsual neurons Is never absolute. Although a given cell may have a preferred orientation, it wtll also respond with varying degrees of vigor to contours whose orientations differ slightly from the preferred value. As a result, the cooperative interactions at the second stages of analysis are able to occur even when the contours in a stimulus pattern are not perfectly aligned with one another. This cooperation will be enhanced, moreover, by the approramate alignment of other contours in neighboring regions. As these cooperative interactions start to propagate throughout the network, the response of each cell may no longer be determined by the pattern of stimulation within its own receptive field, but will be driven instead by the statistical properties of a more globally defined pattern of input. There are hmlts, however, to the amount of misalmgnment that can be tolerated. If it is too large, as in the random orientation condition of Experiment 2, then the cooperative interactions at the second stage of analysis cannot be initiated
In order to appreciate how the pattern of activity witlun the boundary contour system could provide information about the three-dImens~onal structure of a curved surface, it is useful to consider how the spatial frequency of the elements varies with position for some of the stimuh used in the present experiments. Figure I l shows the relation between element wtdth (i.e., spatial frequency) and position for a # l and a #5 surface under both polar and parallel projection. Note in the figure that the spatial distribution of element w~dths vanes significantly among the different surfaces. A convenient metric for describing these differences can be obtained by calculating the area under each curve As is evident from the figure, this area measure increases with surface depth and is slightly diminished when a surface is displayed under parallel projection. Note that this is similar to Four important properaes of the Width • PoslUon curves shown in Figure I l need to be explicitly noted. FLrSt, the w~dth values refer to the shortest aras of an idealized opucal element at each possible position within the overall stimulus pattern. If the element widths were measured in an actual sUmulus, the values obtained would provide a sample of these ldeahzed distributions. There would also be some noise in the sample because of random variations in the orientations of the surface elements. Second, it is assumed that the boundary contour system will not respond to regions of an image where the elements are insufficiently elongated, which is why the curves have a hmlted extent along the vertical (position) axis (A compression threshold of .875 was selected for generating these curves because It produced the best possible fit to the data in all four experiments.) Third, the width scale is normahzed as a percentage of maxamum width. This ensures that the area measure is sensitive only to the global pattern of width changes and not to the absolute size of a texture element. Finally, it is also assumed that the elements of optical texture are approximately ahgned with one another m any given local r e , on. Otherwise, the activity wltlun the system would be suppressed by local competition at the first stage of analysis Although the area measure described above corresponds quite closely to the observers' judgments in Experiment 1, it is important to keep in mind that there were several confounding variables m that experiment (e.g., the pattern of element compression), all of which could provide equally good fits to the data. A more powerful assessment of the model can be obtained from Experiment 2, in which these different variables were mampulated Independently of one another As it turns out, the depth of a surface should be slgmficantly enhanced. Experiment 3 was designed, therefore, m an effort to test the psychological validity of this prediction Ftgure 12 Element width plotted against posmon for a #1 and a #5 surface m two of the condmons from Experiment 2 (Each curve was generated with an assumed compressmn threshold of 875 The dotted hnes represent sUmuh from the polar regular condmon, and the sohd hnes represent st~muh from the constant area condmon D = surface depth ) area measures for the stlmuh m Experiment 2 were again almost perfectly correlated with the observers' depth judgments (r = .99)
There are three new conditions m Expenment 2 that need to be exammed Figure 12 shows the Width • Posmon curves for a #1 and a #5 surface m the constant area condition, compared with the same surfaces m the polar regular conchtlon. Note m the figure that the area under each curve corresponds qmte closely to the pattern exhibited m the observers' depth judgments (see Figure 9 ). In the other two conditions, the depleted surfaces should have appeared perfectly flat--as indeed they d~d--because they vaolated the restnctlons of the model. In the random orientation conditaon, for example, the m~sahgnment of the texture elements would have prevented the formation of boundary contours because of local competitton at the first stage of analysis and should, therefore, have mhlbRed the perceptlon of a curved surface m depth. A slmdar explanation is also apphcable to the absence ofpercewed depth m the constant compression condition. The formation of boundary contours would be suppressed m this case because the elements were not sufficiently elongated for a predominant onentataon to emerge from the resulting competitive interactions wRhm the network.
Th~s explanation of the observers' judgments m the constant compressmn condmon contrasts sharply wath our original lnterpretatmn that the percepUon of shape from texture is pnmardy based on global varmtions m oplac element compressmn According to the Grossberg and Mingolla model, the absence of percewed depth in th~s condition would not be due to the lack of varmtmns in element compression, but rather to the use of unelongated square elements, so that there was no predominant orientation in any local region of the image. This leads to a very strmghtforward hypothes~s--namely, that ff we elongate the elements m the constant compression condmon m such a way that they are locally aligned wRh one another, the perceived E x p e r i m e n t 3
M e t h o d
The method for generating elhpso~d surfaces was s~mflar to that used m the prewous experiments Four texture condmons were generated at each of the five levels of simulated surface depth, for a total of 20 r plays. In the polar and parallel regular conthtaons, the slamuh were tdenUeal to those used m comparable condmons of Experiments 1 and 2 In the constant compresston square condltton, element area vaned appropriately for polar projectmn, but each of the elements had an ldenlacal square shape These (hsplays were, m fact, taken from the constant compression stlmuh used m Experiment 2 In the constant compresston elongatedcondltton, the patterns were generated m the same way except that each element was elongated parallel to the chrec)aon of tar wah a 3 1 compressmn ratm Figure ! 3 shows examples of #5 surfaces m the constant compression square (left) and the constant compressmn elongated (right) condlttons Note that these two chsplays were generated m exactly the same way except the stimulus to the right had elongated elements.
S~x of the observers who had participated m the prewous experiments again volunteered their serwces Each observer made five depth judgments for all 20 displays m a randomized block design, for a total of 100 responses per subject The instructions and procedures were ~dentaeal to those used m Experiments 1 and 2
Results and Dzscusston
The first block of 20 trials was discarded as pracuce, and the mean depth judgments for the remaining responses were calculated for each of the st~muh The results are plotted m Figure 14 The mmn purpose of this experiment was to compare two alternatwe hypotheses about why stlmuh m the constant compression square condmon should appear as flat. One hypothes~s based on the work of Cutting and Mdlard (1984) is that the pnmary source of information for the perception of a curved surface ~s the overall vanaUon of element compression. Patterns in which there are no such varmt~ons should therefore be perceived as flat, regardless of whether the elements are square or elongated.
An alternative hypothes~s based on the work of Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) ~s that the pnmary source of mformaFzgure 13 Examples ofstlmuh used m Expenment 3 (From left to right are #5 surfaces from the constant compression square conchUon and the constant compression elongated condmon ) Figure 14 The mean depth judgments of 6 observers as a function of s~mulated depth for the different con&Uons of Experiment 3 (Const Elong = constant elongated condttaon; Const Square = constant square condmon ) tion in these displays is the overall variation of element w~dths, but only for those elements that are sufficiently elongated and approximately aligned with one another. According to this hypothes~s, the stimuli in the constant compression square condition are perceived as flat, not because of the constant compression, but because the patterns are composed of unelongated square elements. Th~s would not be a problem, however, in the constant compression elongated condition, and we would therefore expect the observers' depth judgments m that case to mcrease significantly. This prediction was, in fact, confirmed by the data, as is clearly ewdent m Figure 14 .
Let us now consider how our proposed area measure would be affected by these manipulations. Figure 15 shows the varmtions of element w~dth as a function of posRion for a # 1 and a #5 surface m both the polar regular and constant compressmn elongated conditions. Ifwe calculate the area under each curve, as in the previous experiments, an mteresUng mteracUon ~s obtinned. For a #5 surface, the area measure ~s larger for the polar regular stimulus, whereas for a # 1 surface it ~s larger for the constant compressmn stimulus. A stmdar reversal was also obtinned m the observers' judgments (see Figure 14) . Indeed, when the area measures for all of the different sumuli in this experiment were correlated with the observers' depth judgments for those stimuli, the analysis again revealed an almost perfect hnear relation (r = .99). E x p e r i m e n t 4
Another important ~mphcation of the Grossberg and Mmgolla model for the present experiments is that some parts of an image may have a greater effect on observers' judgments than others. Note, for example, m Figure 4 that there are regions near the center of each stimulus where element compressmn Is negligible. If observers' sensmv~ty ~s restricted to patterns of elongated elements, as we have argued above, then the texture m those regmns should provide httle or no reformation for the perception of a curved surface m depth This lmphcation is especmlly slgmficant for generating the Width • Position curves shown m Flgnres I l, 12, and 15 The reason that these curves generally do not extend the full length of the vertical (position) axis is that they are generated voth an assumed compression threshold of .875, which excludes from consideration the relatively unelongated elements m the central regmn of each display.
According to our proposed analysis, it should be possible to enhance the impression of depth m the regular texture conditions by systematically elongating the elements m these central regions. Suppose, for example, that we stretched each element m a display by a factor of 1 4 parallel to the direction of tilt The effects tins would have on the Width • PosRlon curves for a #1 and a #5 surface are shown m Figure 16 , m which regular patterns are represented by dotted hnes and elongated patterns are represented by solid hnes. As ts evident m the figure, a urnform elongation of the texture elements should increase the perceptually detectable range of element widths and should therefore produce a corresponding increase m observers' depth judgments. Experiment 4 was designed to test this prediction.
Method
The method for generatmg elhpsotd surfaces was slmdar to that used m the prexaous experiments Four texture conchUons were generated at each of five levels of surface depth, for a total of 20 displays In the polar and parallel regular conditions, the sUmuh were identical to those used m the comparable condltmns of Experiments i, 2, and 3 In the polar and parallel elongated conchUons, the stlmuh were generated m the same way, but each element was elongated by a factor of 1 4 parallel to Six observers volunteered their serxaces, 5 of whom had partactpated m at least one of the earher experiments. Each observer made five depth judgments for all 20 displays m a randomized block design, for a total of 100 responses per subject The mstrucUons and procedures were ~dentical to those used in the prewous three experiments
Results and Dtscusston
As In the previous experiments, the first block of 20 trials was discarded as practice Figure 18 shows the means of the remaining judgments as a function of simulated depth for the regular and elongated conditions collapsed over perspective. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on these data w~th simulated surface depth, perspective, and elongation as the within-factor variables. The analysis revealed that the pnmary influence on the observers' judgments was the simulated surface depth, F(4, 395) = 102.09, p < .001, accounting for over 68% of 
What ts the "'Information'" m a Textured Image~
The first issue that needs to be addressed m providing a theoretical explanation of these findings is to determine the specific Figure 19 A complex undulating surface depicted w~th texture mformaUon aspects of opUeal texture from which observers perceive the three-dimensmnal structures of curved surfaces. One ~mpor-rant facet of thts issue concerns the relaUve spa)aal scale of texture mformauon Stevens (1984) has recently argued, for example, that the perceptual analysis of texture involves a local process, m which metric values of surface depth and/or slant are esumated directly from the sizes and shapes of individual texture elements and that lugher order 0.e, relational) measures of texture, such as gradients, are unnecessary. Our results suggest, however, that the perceptton of shape from texture in actual human observers Is probably based on a more global level of analysis. Of particular importance m this regard is the finding from Experiment 1 that local vanatmns m the sizes and shapes of individual surface elements have almost no effect on the accuracy of observers' judgments. An individual texture element carries no reformation m th~s context, yet the systemaUc variations among a populaUon of elements can apparently provide suffioent mformauon to opucally specify the three-dimensmnal structure of a curved surface m depth.
Having concluded that the percepUon of shape from texture involves relaUonal measures of some sort, we took the next step of determlmng exactly what those relaUons are. Because of the earher work of Cutting and Mfllard (1984) , our worlong hypothes~s at the start of this mvest~gaUon was that the primary source of mformatmn for the observers' judgments would be the global pattern of element compression. Our initial findings were, in fact, consistent with tins hypothesis Changes m perspectwe and depth, which had comparable effects on the pattern of element compressmn, also had comparable effects on the observers' judgments. Moreover, when other properties of the optic elementsmsuch as length, width, area, and densltymwere allowed to vary over different regmns of a display but compresstun was held constant, the appearance of depth was virtually ehmmated There were other aspects of the data, however, that seemed to reqmre an alternative explanation. In Experiment 2, there were large differences m perceived depth between the polar regular and constant area conditions, yet the patterns of element compressmn m those condiuons were identical.
How could we account for these seemingly incompatible resuits 9 A soluUon to this dilemma was suggested in a series of conversaUons with Stephen Grossberg and Enmo Mmgolla (personal commumeatlon, August, 1985) . Based on their neural network analysts of low-level visual processes, they speculated that the observers' judgments were probably based on the global pattern of element widths. At first we were highly skepUcal of tlus hypothesis. After all, there were systemaUc variations of element width m the constant compression condiUon of Experiment 2, but they did not provide a compelhng impression of a curved surface m depth. The reason for this, according to Grossberg and Mmgolla, is that the neural mechanisms for detecting vanaUons m element width can respond only ff the elements are sufliclently elongated To test th~s hypothes~s m Experiment 3, we employed a new series of displays with elongated elements of constant compresston. As predicted, the percewed depth m these displays was comparable to the regular texture conditions, whereas the patterns of square (1 e , unelongated) elements were again percewed as flat. Another tmphcaUon of the Grossberg and Mingolla hypothes~s ~s that a uniform elongaUon of all the elements in a display should increase the detectable variation of element widths and should therefore produce a s~gmficant increase m perceived depth. Th~s predictmn was confirmed by the results of Experiment 4.
The neural network analysis proposed by Grossberg and Mmgolla can be thought of as a type of transducUon mechanism by whtch discrete patterns of sUmulauon are transformed into a relaUvely continuous pattern of neural activity. The analysis suggests a number of relevant sUmulus variables that should affect th~s transductmn process, but ~t does not provide an explmtly defined procedure for assigning a meaningful mterpretaUon to any given pattern ofsumulauon. How, for example, did the observers m our experiments select a speofic depth value for each stimulus display~ In an effort to address tlus ~ssue and to provide a more quanutatwe analym of the data, we have proposed a specific metric by which vartatmns in surface depth could be perceptually distmgmshed--namely, the area under the Width • Posmon curve. This proposed metric corresponds qtute closely to the observers' judgments m all four experiments. It is best to be particularly cautmus regarding th~s ~ssue, however, because we have no theoretical justlficaUon of the proposed area measure, and there are many other possible metrics
Fzgure 20
The same surface as m Figure 19 depicted w~th contour lnformaUon that could concewably be used to describe how element w~dth ~anes as a function of posmon. We would not be surprised, therefore, If some other metric turns out to provide equally good fits of the data.
It ~s interesting to note, whde evaluating the spatial chstribuUon of element w~dths as a potential source of mformat~on, that such variations have not been considered m previous mvesUgaUons. Most of the early work on percewed slant from texture was designed to determine the relative perceptual sahence of a small number of optical variables--specifically, element length, compression, and densRy. Although element widths were not directly mampulated in these experiments, they would have been affected indirectly by changes m element length and compression, both of which had s~gmficant effects on observers' slant judgments Thus, ~t ~s qmte possible that global variations m element width may also be a primary source of mformat~on for the percepUon of planar surfaces.
What Do Observers "See" in a Textured Dlsplay9
Our discussion thus far has focused primarily on identifying the particular aspects of optical texture from which observers percewe the three-dlmensmnal structures of curved surfaces, but we have not yet considered the equally important problem of what exactly Is specified by that reformation This is an issue of considerable relevance to current perceptual theory. One popular hypothesis adopted by Gibson (1950a) early m his career and much later by Marr (1982) is that the pereewed metric structure of a surface is defined by ~ts local depth and orientation relatwe to the point of observation. Note that there are many aspects of this hypothesis that need to be considered. Is the percewed structure of a surface metne or nonmetnc9 What are its specific properties (e.g., depth or onentaUon)? Are they defined locally or globally? And are they defined m a viewercentered space relatwe to the point of observataon or m an object-centered space relatwe to other parts of the same surface9
It ~s important to keep m mind when evaluating these ~ssues that there ~s an indefimte number of potentml descriptors for objects and events m a natural enxaronment. The most commonly used properties for describing surfaces---namely, depth, orientation, and curvature--were all originally invented by geometers and need not be accepted by default as the approprmte descriptors for perceptual psychology (see Gibson, 1979 , for an extenswe discussmn of this issue). Although the results of the present experiments seem to suggest that surface "depth" ~s a perceptually meamngful concept, there is no reason to assume a pnon that its psychological meamng is synonymous wRh its usage m analytic geometry (e.g., as argued by Marr, 1982) .
In addmon to their theoretical s~guificance, these ~ssues also have ~mportant methodological implications. In any psychophysical mvestigation of three-dimensional form perceptmn, the observers must be asked a specific question about the percewed structure of the stimulus displays For example, they m~ght be asked to make judgments of perceived slant (e g., G~b-son, 1950a) or percewed curvature (e.g., Todd & M~ngolla, 1984) or perceived depth, as in the present experiments. In dec~dlng upon which question to ask, a researcher makes an ~m-phot assumptmn about which descriptors of the enwronment are psychologacally approprmte (see Runeson, 1977) . All too often, however, the chosen descriptors are based on Cartesmn analyttc geometry, voth tittle or no justification except for tradmon.
There are other ways of describing surface layout that do not reqmre a point-by-point estimate of depth and/or orientation. For example, in his own attempt to address this issue, G~bson (1979) focused on the nonmetnc structure of surface layouts. Concavmes and convexities, he argued, are umtary features of surface layout that cannot be broken down into elementary impressions of slant or depth. Gibson was not alone m reaching tlus conclusion. A similar emphas~s on the nonmetnc structure of surface layout can also be found m the empirical work of Cutting and Mallard (1984) and m the computational analyses of Koenderlnk and van Doom (1980, 1982) .
If these conclusions are correct, then a more appropriate psychophys~cal procedure for studying the perception of surface layout would be to ask observers to identify the hills and valleys wtthm a more complex terrain. In an effort to develop such a procedure, we have recently begun to investigate observers' perceptlons of visual displays depicting a wider variety of surface undulations. We have observed, however, that the perception of three-dimens~onal form from randomly distributed patterns of granular texture tends to break down if the depicted surface ~s too complex. For example, F~gure 19 shows a complex, undulating surface, which has been covered vath texture elements using the same procedure as described for the present experiments. Although the three-dimensional form of thts surface may be discernible with close inspection, the overall perceptual effect ~s not compelling. For the sake of comparison, an tdentlcal surface ~s depicted m Figure 20 using a pattern of contours The perceptual effect in th~s case is quite strdang. Indeed, for surfaces depicted with contour patterns (or sha&ng), the overall perceptual sahence of a display tends to increase with surface complexity.
Although all of the &scuss~on thus far has been concerned excluswely with patterns of optical texture presented m lsolauon, it is important to point out that such a hmited form of stimulation could seldom, ffever, be aclueved under more natural 9 aewlng condiUons In natural vision, there would generally be other sources of informaUon avadable such as sha&ng, motion, or binocular disparity. How these &fferent aspects of optical structure interact with one another to form a umtary perception of the surrounding environment remains an ~mportant problem for future research.
